One-step analysis of DNA/chitosan complexes by field-flow fractionation reveals particle size and free chitosan content.
The composition of samples obtained upon complexation of DNA with chitosan was analyzed by asymmetrical flow field flow fractionation (AF4) with online UV-visible, multiangle light scattering (MALS), and dynamic light scattering (DLS) detectors. A chitosan labeled with rhodamine B to facilitate UV-vis detection of the polycation was complexed with DNA under conditions commonly used for transfection (chitosan glucosamine to DNA phosphate molar ratio of 5). AF4 analysis revealed that 73% of the chitosan-rhodamine remained free in the dispersion and that the DNA/chitosan complexes had a broad size distribution ranging from 20 to 160 nm in hydrodynamic radius. The accuracy of the data was assessed by comparison with data from batch-mode DLS and scanning electron microscopy. The AF4 combined with DLS allowed the characterization of small particles that were not detected by conventional batch-mode DLS. The AF4 analysis will prove to be an important tool in the field of gene therapy because it readily provides, in a single measurement, three important physicochemical parameters of the complexes: the amount of unbound polycation, the hydrodynamic size of the complexes, and their size distribution.